This week we started learning our first sound, Sssss. It was fun to make spiders caught in a spider web, sponge printed snakes, and be detectives finding s words everywhere. It was exciting to see their faces light up when they could see an s that they had just learnt about. We also played rectangle games and Mat Man helped us to identify lots of different body parts when we draw. We had an excursion to the Town Library and made large spider webs inside and out of the classroom. What a sensational week.

Leila told us all about her family for news.

Polly, Lily and Milly found the letter s and all the words we have added already.

Amelia, Lex and Gabe are learning how to wash glitter ‘germs’ off their hands.

Amelia made an amazing picture with rectangles.

Polly, Lily and Milly are beading their spiders to catch in the spiderweb.

Gabe and Ella drew some wonderful pictures after playing with Mat Man.

Amelia told us all about her family for news.

Elisabeth, Amelia and Harrison are beading their spiders to catch in the spiderweb.

Sebastian and Ethan made Mat Man on the whiteboard.

Ethan made an awesome aquarium enclosure.